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Telinfo GPS Satellite Tracking - How it works and what it does
Our GPS tracking equipment and software harnesses the power of GPS Satellites, Telecommunications
and the Internet to deliver a state of the art, real time tracking solution that will improve productivity,
reduce costs and increase the overall safety and security of your assets. The data is collected, stored and
managed and then presented to you through our huge suite of customised reports, mapping and alerts
live online.

Versatility and Portability
Telinfo lets you monitor and track your vehicles and personnel your way by delivering the information
to you in a number of different ways. You can view maps, locations, updates, alerts and reports via any
Internet capable device including your PC, Laptop, Tablet and Smart Phone. Our customised reports
can be tailored to suit your exact business needs and changed as required.

No matter how large or small your business is, no matter what industry you are in, a GPS tracking
solution can reduce your costs and improve productivty and if implimented correctly, can provide you
with a substantial Return On Investment (ROI). Here are just some of the benefits and features of our
Global tracking system.

Benefits and Features
Reduce Costs
Reduce fuel costs by eliminating over idling, speeding and unauthorised vehicle use. Plan more efficient
routes and runs. Reduce labour costs by improving driver accountability and verify work hours.
Improve Productivity
Know where your vehicles are and what your employees are doing so you can maximise time and results.
Manage billable hours and time on site with complete accuracy. Achieve more each day.
Greener Fleet
Run a cleaner, greener fleet and reduce your carbon emissions by being able to monitor and manage
vehicle usage, reduce unnecessary excess idling and modify driver habits and behaviour.
Meet OH&S Obligations & Improve Safety
As an employer you have a duty of care to provide a safe working environment for all of your employees
including your mobile workforce. With alerts and reports you can monitor your employee’s
activities and locations plus provide them with a panic button should an emergency occur.
Improve Customer Service
You can improve your customer’s experience with you and provide better service when you are in control
of your vehicle fleet and mobile workforce. With just a few clicks of a mouse you can know current
locations of your vehicles and update your customers with an accurate ETA so they can manage their
own staff and workflow.

Control Panel and Reports
Our control panel and reports can be configured to your exact needs and requirements. We offer a
huge suite of reports and display options so you get the user experience you want. You can run reports
for a single vehicle or person or an entire workforce or fleet. If you don’t have time to run reports we can
have them automatically emailed to you and your staff based on a custom timetable to suit your needs.
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Reports
We can provide you with a huge variety of reports to suit
all requirements as our system is highly configurable and
can be tailored to your exact business needs. Reports can
be viewed online or emailed to you. The report options
are extensive - here are just some of the reports we
can provide.
Journey
History
Green Eco
Driver Usage
Event Rule Based
Speed
Time On site
Locations Visited
Summary
Driving Hours
Bread Crumb
Fuel Usage
Service & Maintenance
Geofence

Garmin Screen Integration

Geofence Alerts

Real Time Alerts and Alarms
Keep your finger on the pulse of your vehicles and
employees by receiving immediate notifications when
important events happen. Alerts can be delivered via
email and SMS to your phones. Alerts include:
Over Speed
Geofence Arrival & Departure
Unauthorised Usage / Movement
Panic Alarm
Excess Idling
Long Stops

Driver Journal

Our Guarantee To You
We are so confident in our products and services and our
ability to deliver a genuine Return On Investment (ROI)
to your business, that we offer this guarantee We promise that within 12 months of
implimenting our tracking solution if your business does
not realise a ROI that at least covers the cost of
implimentation we will give you the next twelve months
tracking service *FREE..
* Requires you to follow the steps and impliment the associated changes we
teach you in order to achieve a ROI
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